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Emergency and evacuation signage is a challenge that had 
long been awaiting a solution. 

Both regulations and common sense require all buildings 
to be signposted though, unfortunately, the standard 
alternatives that the marked provides are far from 
satisfactory, both in terms of the basic materials used and 
their rather impersonal icons.

In fact, signposting a space according to the regulations ends 
up being a threat to aesthetics and good taste.

Whit that premise, we at Signes have developed and 
manufactured a category A (*) typology of emergency and 
evacuation signage which while complying with current 
regulations (**) has a much better design at a competitive 
price.

We know that they were not difficult to improve, but we are 
happy with the outcome.

The materials, finishes, better honed colours, and the 
association with typographer Andreu Balius, who designed 
the DSIGNES typography and pictograms, all led to the final 
launch of this Signes product.
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(*) CATEGORY A
High luminance photoluminescent products are the usual 
choice for signage and beacons in public places or where the 
lighting is predominantly artificial.

(**) REGULATIONS
UNE 23033-1:1981. Defines signage for fire protection 
(extinguisers, hose reels, outdoor hydrants, manual call 
points and release devices for extinguishing systems).

UNE 23034:1988. Defines signage for evacuation.

Photoluminiscent signs must meet the requirements of 
UNE 23035-1:2003, UNE 23035-2:2003 y UNE 23035-
4:2003.
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STANDARDISED 
DESIGNS

MATERIAL · 3 mm aluminium plate.

FINISH · Painted with two component 
polyurethane-based resin oven dried. 
Screen-printed graphics (category A).

DIMENSIONS · 420x210 mm / 210x210 mm.

 

SALIDASALIDA DE
EMERGENCIA

E30K ** E30L ** E30M

E30A E30B E30C * E30D

E30E E30F E30G E30H

E30i E30J

 

No utilizar 
en caso de

emergencia

E50A **

Sin salida

E50B ** E50B sin texto E50C

 

E42A E42B E42C E42D 

Equipo de luch a
contra incendios 

E42E 

COLUMNA SECA

E30 · Addressable / point

E42 · Pictograms

E50 · Other messages

*   Models for ordering (not held in stock)
** Stock in Spanish and Catalan 
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